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The Apple of Discord
Vampire the Masquerade 2020
Domain Code: NY-004-D

“Cities are organic, dynamic systems. They are built to incorporate newness. But some new things
become part of a city, helping it grow and strengthen—while some new things can tear it apart.”
-N.K. Jemisin, The City We Became

Description:
Change hit New York City early and the city’s vampires drank it down and asked for
more. While kindred across the world struggle with the chaos of the Age of Mystery,
the New York City Camarilla is hitting its stride. Neonates embraced during the
Sabbat wars of the 1990s are coming into their abilities, ancillae finally feel secure
enough to explore beyond their established territories, and the city’s few remaining
elders are carefully shepherding the birth of a court worthy of the “Empire City.”
Kindred meet over books of lore while their ghouls design new communication
systems to distribute hunter alerts. Don’t miss that party in honor of the newest
symbel designer! The city is alive with undead; it’s a Golden Age in the making. And if
certain forces might prefer to see it made into a Gilded Age, if the Unaligned of Long
Island would prefer no rules be handed down from the city, if the Independent
Alliance of Queens are hungry to take more territory for themselves, well-- nobody
ever said life in New York was easy. Just that it’s worth it. Drink the hot blood of the
nightclub scene, walk with the mortal powerbrokers whose numbers are more
valuable than prophecy, snatch a talented servant from the city’s thousands of
ambitious souls, and you’ll know it’s true.
VSS Boundaries:
●
●
●
●

Manhattan, Brooklyn, the Bronx, and Staten Island - Camarilla territory
Queens, Brooklyn, Bronx - Independent Alliance territory (NPC)
Coney Island (Brooklyn) - Clanless territory (NPC)
Long Island - Non-Ascendant territory (NPC)

Storytellers: Emily L. - vst.masquerade@mesnyc.org
●
●

aVST - Sean M. - avst.masquerade+sean@mesnyc.org
aVST - Peter H. - avst.masquerade+peter@mesnyc.org

New York City, 4/5
Territory Type: Camarilla (PC)
The boroughs of Manhattan, Brooklyn, the Bronx, and Staten Island. This territory is
currently held by the Camarilla, save for a few neighborhoods in Brooklyn and the
Bronx which were ceded to the Independent Alliance. Manhattan and the Bronx also
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still have traces of the Sabbat around, though Brooklyn has been Camarilla since
before it was a city.
All players have access to the local Society subsystem. There are three societies, each
of which has its own playstyle focus, npcs, and plot elements. A character may start
as a member of any society and may leave freely. After leaving a Society, joining
another society may or may not have prerequisites. The Societies are not limited by
sect, clan, or age, but tend to favor younger members as the organizations are all less
than a century old themselves.
●

●

●

Library of the Sixth Worthy - Membership in this society gets you access to the
secret depths of the Cloisters, where a ‘lost’ tapestry from a set of nine hangs
without the knowledge of the museum above. There are levels of access to the
Library’s collections, but even the first level offers fascinating historical
documents and artifacts to study. Members of the Library of the Sixth value all
knowledge, with a particular focus on supernatural secrets.
The Strivers Club - Strivers are artists and fighters-- any sort of kindred who
values their skills above all else. Once upon a time, they competed with each
other to count coup on the Sabbat in Manhattan; now they challenge each
other to new heights for the sake of pride and self-improvement. Strivers are
known for their fondness for symbel challenges as a way to keep score and the
luxurious private building they maintain as a meeting place.
The Compass Table - Members of the Compass Table work together to deal
with the mortal world and counter threats to the Masquerade. Each one
brings some effort to their seat-- be it disciplines, computer skills, allies,
contacts, influence or just knowing the city-- and the organization puts those
skills to use. They rarely have official meetings in the same place twice, as they
value operational security above comfort.

Each Society has a Secretary (NPC Position, does keystone organizing work and plot
distribution) and a Speaker (PC Position, actively advocates for the Society in game.)
They each may have additional society-specific positions which will be available to
players and NPCs. PCs may change the functioning and structure of a Society
through roleplay and storyteller collaboration. Societies do not provide mechanical
status.

Territory Timeline
1628 -- The first Sabbat reaches Manhattan, opening the way for many more.
1776 -- As New York grows, it attracts the interest of all sects.
1812 -- New York supplies packs to Sabbat crusades up and down the East Coast,
leaving the city more open than usual.
1825 -- The Camarilla declare a praxis in Brooklyn (currently a separate city) and claim
Staten Island as well.
1898 -- Brooklyn, Queens, and the Bronx join Manhattan to form the Greater City of
New York. The kindred of the city descend into war as they try to resolve their new
political borders.
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1900 -- A magnificent celebration of the new century leads to a tenuous peace
between the sects. There are hints that a large number of mental and social
disciplines were involved in the peace process.
1990s -- Through repeated influence attacks, the dedication of several archons, and
an alliance with the unaligned clans, the Camarilla push the remaining Sabbat out of
the city, adding Manhattan and the Bronx to their territory.
2011 -- Sabbat and Hunters and defections to the Camarilla drive the Anarchs out of
Queens. The Caitiff of Coney Island notably do not help their fellow Anarchs. The
Camarilla holds the city.
2016 -- As the IA expands, a coterie hereafter known to the NY Camarilla as The
Traitors claims Queens for the Independent Alliance.
2021 -- A war with the Caitiff of Coney Island over the Camarilla Barrens ends in new
treaties and exchanges of territory between all three sects in the city.

OOC Information
Overseeing Storyteller: Emily L. - vst.masquerade@nyccamarilla.org
Theme: Golden Age or Gilded Age? Your choice could make the difference.
Mood: Ambitious, Celebratory, Investigative
Style Elements:
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

Action and Adventure: 4 - There will usually be a choice of things to do outside
the main room. There will be opportunities for action scenes other than
combat and heavy use of the quest system.
Character Development: 4 - You will be asked to make choices. If you provide a
character background we will look for opportunities to use it.
Darkness: 3 - Take more than a shallow look around and you'll begin to see the
cracks and the shadows.
PC Death: 2 - You are unlikely to die unless you put some effort into it.
Drama and Ceremony: 5 - Adding additional hierarchical organizations to a
Camarilla game is making a statement, and our statement is ‘yes’.
Mystery and Intrigue: 3 - While most intrigue is left to players, there are many
secrets hidden around the city.
Humanity and Morality: 3 - You may be in situations where you need to make a
choice that will impact your morality, but you're unlikely to be trapped in
those situations.

Storyteller Notes:
Game schedule/location: Every third weekend of the month, 7pm, in a rented space.
Announcements of specific locations go out via discord, facebook events, and the
mailing list.
Local Rules:
●

To hold a sect position in the city, you must belong to the local VSS.
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●

●

Anyone may join a local Society, including visitors, however Secretary positions
are always NPCs and Speaker positions are limited to characters who belong
to the local VSS.
The local VSS is limited to players in the NY-004-D Domain and those who
would be able to regularly attend live games.

Proxy expectations and instructions:
●

●
●

Virtual proxies must be at least 24 hours in advance and include a sheet. Live
proxies must include a sheet and may be rejected, especially if they are not 24
hours in advance, at the storyteller’s discretion.
If you are proxying in and expecting to participate in CvC combat, you must
notify the ST at least three days in advance and note your CvC intentions.
In the event of a mass combat, we will attempt to do a mediation. If we cannot
reach a mediation in a reasonable amount of time, characters will be frozen
and the combat will be resolved by STs after the event.

Queens, and Anything Else They Can Get
Territory Type: Independent Alliance (NPC)

Description
Depending on how you look at it, either Queens has been in the hands of the
independent clans since the 1970s or it is a brand new development in New York
politics, courtesy of the 2016 expansion of the Independent Alliance. Either way,
Queens used to be Anarch land, but is now firmly in the hands of the Ministry, the
Giovanni, and their new allies. They continue to pry new neighborhoods from the
Ivory Tower whenever the opportunity arises, and now also hold parts of other
boroughs, including the former Camarilla Barrens and parts of the East Bronx.
NPCs from Queens may or may not be part of Societies.

Territory Timeline
1870 -- The incorporation of Long Island City leads various Anarchs of Queen’s County
to elect a Baron
1970 -- The Followers of Set arrive in Queens. They take advantage of the Anarch
conflict between Queens and Coney Island and gain a great deal of local power.
2011 -- Sabbat and Hunters and defections to the Camarilla drive the Anarchs out of
Queens. The Coney Island catiff notably do not help their fellow Anarchs. The
Camarilla holds the city.
2011 -- Sabbat, Hunters, and defections to the Camarilla drive the Anarchs out of
Queens. The Coney Island Catiff notably do not help their fellow Anarchs. The
Camarilla holds the city.
2016 -- As the IA expands, a coterie hereafter known to the NY Camarilla as The
Traitors claims Queens for the Independent Alliance.
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2021 -- The level of IA involvement in the Caitiff attack on the barrens is unknown, but
they will certainly take credit for the negotiations that ended that war. And they’ll
take their profit in territory as well.

OOC Information
Overseeing Storyteller: Emily L. - vst.masquerade@nyccamarilla.org
Theme: When you only see the Zero Sum Game...
Mood: Paranoid, New and Off-Balance, Hungry
Style Elements:
●
●
●

PC Death: 3 - The Independent Alliance is quicker to resort to violence than
the Camarilla, and it shows.
Morality 4 - There are paths here, and those who would try to make converts.
Humanity is not so precious.
Intrigue 5 - The Independent Alliance will use anything and anyone they can
get their hands on. They’ve seen this city change hands before and know it
could do so again. Meanwhile, their internal struggles are just starting..

Storyteller Notes: This may become a PC territory in the future, either due to
conquest by the Camarilla or if the local game becomes large enough to support two
sects while maintaining the current level of interest in the IA.

Coney Island
Territory Type: Anarch (NPC)

Description
Coney Island’s problems started after the third Sabbat Civil War, when one
particularly brutal newly-dubbed Pander claimed personal domain over the area.
She promptly started recruiting her fellow clanless to the area, defending it viciously,
and ignoring Sabbat doctrine. The area declared for the Anarch Movement in 1969,
but has been hostile to other Anarchs and kept up with many Sabbat practices like
trial by combat and diablerie. It’s rumored there’s more than one Caitiff ‘Elder’ in this
area. Most kindred only know the rumors though. Coney Island kindred tend to strike
first, strike second, and strike third, with conversation somewhere much farther
down the line. They haven’t caused a masquerade breach that didn’t get
resoundingly dealt with yet though, and there’s hope that their new agreements
with the Independent Alliance may civilize them… or at least distract them.
Territory Timeline
1957 -- The Third Sabbat Civil War kicks off in New York. It ends with the recognition
of the Panders. A particularly dangerous local Pander takes the opportunity to claim
Coney Island as territory for her ‘clan’.
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1969 -- Coney Island goes over to the Anarchs, but immediately gets into a spat with
the existing Movement in Queens. More Caitiff gather in the area.
2021 -- The Caitiff move into the Camarilla barrens, but take such a drubbing from
Tower influences and prestation called in that they end up signing a treaty with the
Independent Alliance that binds them to peace in exchange for new feeding rights.

OOC Information
Overseeing Storyteller: Emily L. - vst.masquerade@nyccamarilla.org
Theme: How the Beast takes advantage of the vulnerable
Mood: Lost Boys Pastiche
Style Elements:
●

●
●

PC Death: 4 - They’ll try to kill you if they catch you, but the Coney Island Caitiff
roam outside their original territory now, and you might yet escape unnoticed.
Put some effort into not being caught, please.
Darkness: 4 - This is a territory built on diablerie and murder, with a very
self-serving 'good cause' slapped on as justification.
Intrigue: 4 - Hmmm, but is the territory really just built on murder?

Storyteller Notes: n/a

Long Island
Territory Type: Non-Ascendant (NPC)

Description
Long Island contains many cities which would be prime territory for a kindred or five,
but has always existed in the shadow of New York City. Instead of forming into local
domains, the island has been divided up by interested elders and their sponsored
ancillae, each claiming a manor or slum from which they can keep an eye on the
Empire City. The luxury buses which carry their ghouls to and from the city are
treated as a lesser form of Elysium, backed by mercenary guards instead of the
Traditions. Post-Beckoning, Long Island is a well-informed scavenger’s dream. It’s not
safe-- the elders and ancillae who remain are more dangerous than ever, territorial,
and representing a wide variety of sects and powers. But there’s prizes to be won as
well as dangers: old artifacts, and ledgers of secrets, and influence over the mortal
world. You just have to figure out where.

Territory Timeline
2014 -- As the Carpathians begin negotiations with the Camarilla, an Unaligned elder
of Old Clan Tzimisce arrives on Long Island and begins accumulating the territory
and servants of elders who have not been seen since the Beckoning.
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OOC Information
Overseeing Storyteller: Emily L. - vst.masquerade@nyccamarilla.org
Theme: No Risk, No Reward
Mood: Decadence, The War of Ages
Style Elements:
Mystery & Intrigue: 4 - The secrets left behind by the Beckoned are just below the
surface here. But who’ll still pay for them? And what are the remaining kindred
watching the city for?
PC Death: 3 - Risks in this area are real and should be respected.
Storyteller Notes: n/a
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